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Vol. I. No. 54.
THE CITADEL.

LANTERN.
C H E S T E R , S . C . , T U E S D A Y , A P R I L 12, 1 8 9 8 .

Hazzard, E.; Springs, Simmons,
Washing-ton Letter.
probability of his placing him
W A R AS I T IS.
NEXT-DOOR NEIGHBORS.
Thomas, Ehrich, Halsey, Moise of
command of the army in case
S e w • nd llfUld.
Sixty-four Expelled and Given the secwid class ;
WSSHINGTCWrDrC~Aprir8^="
war with bpain.
W h a t Gen. R . R. Hemphill knows
Mr. W. R. Elliott has watermelTwo Hours to Paelc Their
Walker, A.; Riley; Rennie, Sliep- Washington has been more like
The currency bill prepared by
about Soldiering-.
ons and cantloupes well up. If not
Trunks.
pard, Smoak, Westmoreland, Ev- mammoth lunatic asylum than any. suH-committee of the House comkilled he expects to have fruit in
ans, Cauthen, Benham, Sanders, J. thing else. The wildest sort of
jtee on Banking aud Currency
On the 8th day of June, 1861 the June.'
CHARLESTON, April 8.—The
L.; Collins, A., of the third class; statements have-been made and
this week introduced in the editor of the Medium joined the 7H1
Slate's forecast of the outcome of
S9me of the material for the teleBamberg. Claffey, Copeland,. have.for .a time/mjwi believers. . In
ise.-althoughJlhas-iwt
yet
been
S.
C. -Vv,- at the Reserve-in-Richthe-invesication • «f--<he -board of
Croft, Darby, Egan, Hazzard, W.; fact, everybody, including the Presi lally agreed to by the entire mond, Virginia, and served in that phone exchange has been ordered,
visitors of the South Carolina Miliand it is now said that th? exchange
Linton, McCall, -O'Driscoll, Pad- dent, the Cabinet, and both branchittee.
It
has
not
received
very
body
until
the
25JI1
of
June,
1862,
tary academy came to pass this afgett, P.; Poe, Richardson, Sanders, es of Congress, is in a state of ner:h attention, because the only when he was transfered to Orr's will be completed in about three
ternoon when 64 cadets were dis-,
J.; Scott, Wilbur, LorickroC fourth vous tension which cannot possibly
incial. question that is just now Rifles, in which command he served weeks.
missed from the Citadel. The board
class be dismissed.
last much longer. Just when evdiscussed is that of raising the until the surrender at Appomattox
The following municipal ticket
met at ten o'clock this morning and
That in the case of the cadets of erybody was expecting the Presiley to light the war with Spain. I O rt House. Such being our ex- was elected on Monday : J. E.
was in session until two o'clock,
the third and fourth class, dismiss- dent's message recommending forci- Tl s currency bill was prepared by j pe
Coan, Intendant. * David Aiken, G.
claim to
when it adjourned to meet again at
ed, the board will at its next meet- ble intervention in Cuba to go to Re >res£ntatives
! tiling about the hardships of. a pri- B. McMaster, D. V. Walker, and
four o'clock. It met simply to deing consider applications for the Congress, and the action thereupon "Ml in.; Prince of III.; and Mitchell, vate soldier's life. Speaking from D. A. Crawford, Wardens.
clare its findings, which was done
readiilissioivto the academy of such by Congress to practically open of tew York. It creates a division .personal knowledge we have a word
in a levy minutes. The cadets were
cadets as are embraced in these two- the war with Spain, the announce- of isueand redemption in the Treas- or n\i»re to say to the young men
assembled and the decision of the
classes.
ment came like a thunderclap that ui ; anihsets aside all money in ex- 1 who expect to serve in the infantry.
board was announced to them. The
The board of visitors of the South the message would not be sent in ce s of $50,000,000 as a reserve to When war is 011 there will be some- The town council has the bicycle
expected demonstrations did. not
Carolina Military academy have until next week, because Gen. Lee b< used to redeem outstanding mon- thing more than dress parades. You matter under consideration again. .
take place. They received the
The proposition now is to take all
reached their conclusion with a full had telegraphed the President that e)i It authorizes the redemption of will'have to march all day through
news of the expulsion of more than
bicycles off the sidewalks; but as
sense of their responsibility as the- he cpuld not get all the Americans le il tender notes and standard sil- the dust. Your knapsack will get
one-half of their number with absoas to whether the lantern and bell
body charged by the State with the i out of Cuba before then and that vt dollars in gold but not silver heavier every step > ou take and so
lute silence. The cadets whom the
clause is to remain, we have no ingovernment of its military school. 1 he did not consider that the life of
tificates. It provides for the | will y ,ir gun. Your shoulder will formation.
report affected were given two
The code of the academy pre- any American who remained in Ha- conversion of existing legal tender feel a it the gun was cutting into it,
hours to pack their trunks and leave
A thief entered the residence of
scribes the manner in which cadets vana until after the message was K es into reserve notes, which shall jand \
the Citadel.
shall proceed in every case of real I made public would be worth a row
redeemed by national banks. It annul .1 you waist with the same Dr. W. G. White, in Yorkville, last
At eight o'clock tonight the
or alleged grievance.
j uf pins. This excuse for delay was al iws national banks to issue cur- discoi lfort. A pain will start be- Friday night, poisoned the dog,
had dwindled down to 52 boys and
The board regrets, that the offend-1 such a valid one that no objection r< icy notes upon their commercial tween y
sluiulders and every went into the cook room and helped
many of the rooms of the barracks
ing cadets selected to take the law 1 could be raised to it, but Congress a Sets to the amount of reserve j joint of y
backbone will feel as himself to what^vas 'handy, then
are empty.
into their own hands and to break is very impatient,-and has been
would disconnect and drop out." ( mounting Dr. McDowell's bicycle,
ies taken by them, provided t
The work of the Citadel wiiLgo.
out in umTalled Tor and Violent ~re-1rtilldJ'mo7C~SO by the "OUT game "of tijalIssue"'shalT not exceed 35 j'
ankle will feel as if a gravel j , o o k B i s departure. Dr. McDowon as usual, and it is safe to
e
at once
telephoned to all thesurthat better discipline will be main- bellion against the constituted au-1 stereotyped telegraph messages c it. of their unimpaired capital.!had found a place in the socket. r o"u n J
thorities
of
the
academy.
But
dis•nt
from
their
constituents
at
the
P
>
tional
banks
which
wish
to
conThe
sweat
w ill run down your fore' " K 'owns within reach, and on
tained.
afternoon was advised
The ringleaders of last Monday" cipline must be maintained and in- request of parties in Washington ti ue the issue of circulating notes head and into your eyes stirfging* lSaturdaySired by bonds are allowed to in- like salt water. When the day's l l : U :l n e K r o r i d i n g a Monarch bioutbreak have given trouble, it i fluenced by the unanimous opinion who have undertaken to change the
•ase the amount to the face-value march is over it is by .10 means
! , a d b w n arrested at McConsaid, ever since they entered the of the efficers of the academy. That overwhelming sentiment of Cont sv e
walls of.the Citadel and their ab- only condonement of the offense gress by manufacturing a demand 6 their bonds. New national banks j certain tlvat you will get a chance to it 0" Y' "o r k' v"i - The fellow was brought
required to invest 25 per cent.! rest. You may be sent on picket or
" e Saturday night, and the
sence will be salutary to the wel would be fatal to discipline, and act- for peace.
wheel
proved to be tile one that had
ing
upon
their
own
judgment
in
the
their capital in reserve notes is-. detailed to go to the slaughter pen
But the pendulum has taken it
being and good order of the State':
been stolen. -The fellow is now
premises,
the
board
see
no
ground
s
:d
in
exchange
for
legal
tender
j
to
kill
a
beef.
When
you
get
the
short
swing
to
the
other
side,
military institution.
in jail. He gave his name as Jim
The expulsion of the cadets wa upon which T3 relax the extreme and circumstances have made peace r tes, and all national tbanks are beef killed you will then have to
:ed one-tenth of 1 per cent. | shoulder a part of the warm carcass Bennett and said that he lived in
looked for. The number dismissed penalty of the law in such cases talk more prevalent, where the
re-' made-to-order telegrams failed. But
"ally upon their capital, and stagger under it to the camp. Chester and worked in Charlotte.
would not have been so large had made and provided. The board
plus and undivided profits.
The bloody water and grease will
not the cadets all agreed to "do or pose confidence in the loyalty of the if peace is maintained it will not be
ooze out and drip down your back
' die together." They all claimed cadets who have adhered to their by the action of Congress, but by,
Mr. Jim Neely, who moved to
the
clean
back-down
of
Spaii^
^
,
An
Evening
in
Chester.
and
on, your clothes leaving spots
.1.1. il— ...... j
equal responsibility in the revolt d u t y . . .
The board*looksTiopefiiHy to^the Quite a respectable number of the
for flies to congregate about for sev- florlda three weeks ago, returned to
and-Mused to take any' advantage
Last Monday evening we attend- eral days. It may be that the com- his old home seven miles east of
future
of
the
academy
in
its
career
best
informed
men
in
Washington,
of any extenuating circumstances.
ed a meeting ot the Walker-Gaston
As will be seen from the statement ol continued usefulness to the com- including the President, are expect- Camp of. Confederate Veterafis in missary wagons Will not come up Rock Hill last week. Florida does
ing that Spain will agree to every
and you will not have bread to cat not compare with South Carolina,
of the board, published below, the monwealth.
By order of the board.
demand the United States has made, tl;e beautiful opera house of the with your meat or you will miss he says.
dismissal of the cadets of the third
progressi ve and refined city of Ches- your ration of salt. Again you will
C
.
S
.
GADSDEN,
including
the
relinquishing
of
its
am) fourth classes is not absolute
A commission for a charter has
Chairman.
control of Cuba. But the over- ter. The occasion was one of es- have your beef boiled all right and been issued to the Victoria Cotton
and they may apply for readmission
whelming inajority still believe that pecial interest, for a beautilul lla; | put it in your haversack ulu
at the next meeting- of thc.J>oard.
Mills, of Rock Hill. The corporato
be
presented
to
the
camp
j
the
Keep Cool.
we will have war with Spain, and
narch but iiUlie lung si
The finding of the board is best
tors named are W. J . Roddey, A.
the administration has not slackened by ttye Commander J . W. Reid, | n e r j,^., .it gets sour and wl
told in the report given out this afFriedheiin, A. F. Ruff, R. T. FewThe Columbia Register, of Satur- any of its preparations for war. On with appropriate ceremonies.
| V()U I a j < l it out at night for y
ternoon. Tire report is as follows:
ell,
A. E. Smith, and J . R. London.
day, has a sizing hot editorial de- the contrary, it is "hard at work getThe opera house was crowded meal you will find it alive with in
The board of visitors of the South
The company promises to manununciatory of President McKinley. ting everything in readiness to fol- with the elite of the city, and the gots and you will have to throw
facture cotton and other fibres. The
Carolina Military academy have The president is charged with havlow up the action of Congress 01 stage was decorated with masses of away. You will be compelled, how- capital stock of the company is to
maturely considered the case of the
ing proved a traitor aud bartered the President's message with ; beautiful, fragrant flowers and a ever, to eat your bread on which this
cadets arraigned before the board
away the honor of his country and strong naval and military demon multitude of confederate flags. Por- beef has been dripping all day or be $75,ox). The Victoria Mill's
by the superintendent on the followwill be a reorginization of the Globe
withal the editorial is suggestive of stration against the Spaniards in Cu- traits of distinguished Confederates you will have nothing to eat.
ing charges and specifications" :
Mills.
the days of T. Larry Gantt. We ba. The foundation for these peace were hung, with good taste, on the
When the work warms up you
Then follows the report of Col.
are hot prepared to admire McKin- expectations is the influence of the stage, and near the footlights was a will have no tent and you will be
Coward, in which it is shown that
EXCHANGE OF IDEAS.
ley much. Our principal objection European powers upon Spain. They large and excellent portrait of the fortunate if you have an oil cloth
the cadets entered into an agreeto him is our belief in his subser- .first tried to exercise their influence late Col. W. A. Walker, for whom and blanket, and with such surroundment to eject Cadet Cahtey from
The
military law of this State is
viency to Mark Hanna, and so on; upon this government, but
the campwas named in part. The ings you will have ten times as hard
his room and barracks,, by force, if
but we do not think he has sold out speedily told that it was useless; exercises were brief and there was work to do as yon ever did before and so worded that, if necessary, white
necessary. Tliey proceeded to his
and
colored
soldiers may be drafted
yet. If we were expecting to light that the government had fully de- nothing tedious or long-winded in at the sameitme stand a chance of
room with a rope, sticks, bayonets,
an armed enemy, and we're without termined upon bringing Spanish any part of the program. Rev. H. C . being killed oy some bloody Span- in equal proportions.—News and
and weapons, and attempted to carHerald.
weapons; but had some coming, we misrule in Cuba, which has been
Buchholz opened with prayer. Hon. iard. And ten to one your- name
ry out their purposis They refusThe general impression which one
think we would try for at least a source of annoyance and disgust to J . Lyles Glenn, master of ceremo- will be spelled wrong in the newsed to obey the orders of the superinshort delay. We'do not think that our people forj-. years, to an end. nies, then introduced to the audi- paper which gives an account of must receive from ail that is pub-'
tendent and -commandant, using
the president has yet done anything Then they started in upon Spain ence the sponsor, Miss Jennie Hood, your being killed and somebody fished about the American-Spanish
"vile; profane, and insulting lansuggestive of the traitor, and
and are now trying to persuade her and her maid of honor, Miss Tattie else will get the credit of dying for difficulties is that immediate war is
guage." They destroyed academy
don't believe he is going to. So far, that it will be much wisec, not to Boulware, two bright, beautiful-and his country. These are a few dis- inevitable. Yet it is more than
prqperty and became sp mutinous
he has been more .prudent than mention the difference in cost, to get fascinating young ladies. A splendid comfortsthat an infantry soldier possible - that "tlie first gun" will
that the superintendent had to call
of the rest of us.. The neces- out of Cuba without war with the choir made up of several gentlenftn may expect. We have not space •not be fireif Peace is not probable.
the police department for protection,
sity for this prudence has been so United States than to have to get and a dozen lovely ladies, selected jn this issue to even mention the War is not certain.—Greenville
for Cantey and for the academy's
great that he is really not entitled out' and to get thrashed besides. for - their style, grace and sweet multitude of other things that will News.
officers and property." •
to much credit for exercising it. We That is good logic, and if the Euro- voices sang, "My country 'tis of test the constancy, pluck and
It is estimated that the farmers
Colonel Coward's testimony is
would all feel powerful bad if we pean powers will undertake to pro- thee."
Robt. R. Hemphill then durance of the man that stands in of the State of South Carolina alone
witnessed by Lieut. McDonald, U.
should get a terrible licking simply tect the" government of Spain against spoke for fifteen minutes, his re- the ranks of the infantry. Neither will use 72,000 tons more of com- .
S. A., Major Mazyck, Lieut. Parker,
on account of being too hasty. So its own people, it may be acted up- marks being - reminiscent of the will the man who joins the cavalry mercial fertilizers this year than V ,
Lieut. White, and. Cadets Morris,
let us give the president a little time.But if it isn't acted upon be- Sixth S. C . V. command, that fought have a picnic for he will not only last.. At $20 a ton the cost of this
Bramlett, Hydrick, Crouch," Hayis a good thing, its quality is fore that message goes to Congress, so gallantly in the late war. G e n . T . have to take care.of himself but of excess alone will mean an expense
worth, Derrick, Hllerbe, Salley, and
not likelylo deteriorate on account it will be too late.
W. Carwile followed, impressing his horse also.
of f 1,445,000, or considerably more
Quarl.es.
upon the audience the duty of preof a little delay, and whether now,
Finally all the soldiers, artillery, than the State government collects'
The report continues: , "The
Gen. Schofield, late commander- serving a true history of the late
1
next week, or next month, we feel
board decides that the aforesaid
in-chief of the United States army, war, and urging the formation of a cavalry and infantry-, in a few for taxes. This does not look like
sure that after it starts,, -it will be
charges and specifications have been
has taken a desk at the War De- camp of the Sons of Veterans in months will be crawling alive with times are so hard as they might be.
wonderfully interesting.—Yorkvillc
—Yorkville Yeoman.
botfy lTce^Abbeville Medium.
sustained and that the cadets placed
partment and is acting in an adviso- Chester.
Enquirer..
J. H. Marion, Esq., then presentthemselves in an attitude to the
ry capacity to Secretary Alger. ed a beautiful silk banner for ComOur forces should be marshalled,
academy of open, continued and
Although
retired,
Gen.
Schofield
The
revolt
at
the
South
Carolina
the dying embers of manhood must
mander
Reid;
A.
L.
Gaston,
Esq.
"Cuba Itch."
flagrant rebellion in wilful disregard
is still under the President's orders, received the flag for the camp. Military academy is fcost unfortu- be rekindled, the cries of' suffering
of the obIigations.of their cadetships;
SPARTANBURG, S. C . , April 6-.— as are all retired army .'and navy These young lawyers acquitted nate for that institution, and appai
imanity must .be heeded, the liordered, therefore : Cadets Ashley, It is no longer small-pox but "Cuba officers, and as he is Lieutenant themselves handsomely and were cntly very discreditable to the large quor traffic must be voted out, the
Beatty, Brown, Carson, Chaplain, Itch." That-is said to be the dis- General lie would rank Major Gen? frequently applauded by the appreci- number of cadets who took part in fettered bands must be broken and
ative audience.
Cunningham, Grenecker, Harrel, ease that has caused the doctors to eral Nelson A. Miles, the present
The grand chorus sang "Dixie" it. We hope that some adjustment we must rid ourselves of this pest
Josey, Langley, C.; Langley, J.; differ in opinion. It is said that a commander-in-chief, should he be and other airs, to the great enjoy- may be matle of the matter, but it to humanity.. With a united head
Ligori, Mayes, Moore, S.; Maner, family came from Cuba to Atlanta ordered to resume active duty. It ment of all p r e s e t .
looks as if the suspension of the and heart, with a fixed determined
The evening was delightful.
Padgett, L.; Sherard, Singleton, last fall and scattered the disease. is. known that President McKinley
Citadel will be the \outcome. Such purpose we must call on all citizens.
The opera house
>use is a beauty,
beauty, the
-Steele, G.;-Walker ,-L.;- BaHer
One-*
s visited Cuba-; 'x9: Hsa-high-opinion of the military audience was refined a n appreciwholesale breach of disclpiine and t o a s s l s r u s i n a o i
appri
dey, Royall of the first class;
quite common tliere.—Greenville ability of Gen. Schofield, and there ative, and the chorus
irming.— order can hardly be overlooked.— stroyer of the souls of men;—St.
Dobson, McGee, Sawyer, Foster, News.
has been much discussion of the Abbeville Medium.
State.
Matthews Gazette.

now in Winnsboro.
McDaniel, wagon and left them in possession of
THE LANTERN,
Land Wanted.
PUBLISHED TUESDAYS AND FRIDAYS.McClintock, Hood, and Bingham. one of his hands, and they ran away
From S.ooo to 20,000 acres of
At Chester, Smith, Hardin, Jag- an3 broke the wagon up and threw
J . T . B I G H A M . - - E d i t o r and P r d p . gers. Then dciwn towards Fishing the driver out, but fortunately he farming lanJs in Chester and surr. 8.C_OT Creek, Boyd, Strait, Crawford, fell on his head and was not seri- rounding counties, for settling colonies. Correspondence solicited.
Poag, Mille'n, McFadden, William- ously hurt.
Misses Eva and Nellie Wilks, of
RELIABLE WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS. • T
Apply to—'
TUESDAY, APRIL 12. 1898. -- sgn, Drennan, and White; and Wiltlie Catawba. Geo. Har- Baton Rouge, spent Saturday and
One of the most Complete Stocks of Goods ever exhibited in the
A.
J.
McCOY,
Gen. Fitzhugh Lee sailed away I vey and Jno. Harvey Neely, and Sunday with their' grandmother,
City of Chester. We o f f e r e e following Bargains:
•
ltr#l Kstate Agent,
from Cuba amid Spanish jeers and j some colored; Mills, Pagan, and Mrs. Elizabeth Hardin.
f Store, Gadsden
Mrs. W. H. Simpson and children
British cheers, and his trip through | Rainey.
j 2 cases Barker's 4-4 BleachCarpets, Matting and Oil C'th
the South to .Washington
a n I , , j W a n y o f ^ e s e ^ e n a r e dgad, but visited her Parents at Cornwell a
I—ing-46 yds f o r - ^ ^ „ . . . t l . o o -;
i,;...——rrr
f Valueiocf
25 pieces Mattings at. . . IOC
VIOLET.
ovation.
if the name gives character to the few days aga.
2
Notice.
I t e a s e s best Dress Calicoes,
»
"
jt
men, it would be a good thing il all
April*i i, 1898.
at 2
1 4 cts. per yard. Value 6 1-4 cts. • ' ° °
°
boys were called Harvey.
A note and a mortgage 011 real esIt ks a good maxim not to head off |
2 cases best quality standard' A " c h e a P : w o r , h 2 5 P e r c " moreInclosed please find check for reItems From Due West.
tate, bearing date April 2, 1898, I Shirting Prints, jc. yard. Val-;
your antagonist if he wants to i
given
by_J.
F.
Oates
and
payable
J newal of my subscription.'
—
I ue 5 cents.
O u r Clothing Department.
If Spain can find a hole to crawl-out j "
. Editor LANTERN: . .Examinations to the order of Maggie and William
• Very rcs^cctfuily,
2 cases figured Dimity, 5 cts a! Eveh if you do not buy, a look at
of, and wants to crawl, we say let
of second session are over and the G. Oates, was lost by me last Satyard. Val#ue roc.
J A M E S PAGAN.
r New Spring Clothing
1
urday
between
the
bank
and
Wyher crawl; don't stop the hole. In i
reports have been sent out. In less
100 pieces D. Ginghams, 5
give you a correct .idea of this
lie & Co's store. All persons are
our opinion, there is a probability |
Cts. a yard.
Value 8 cts.
than ten weeks. Erskine will close warned against trading for these
season's styles. Perfect in fit
Morgantown Notts.
200
pieces
white
India
Linen,
that she will induce the Pojieandj,
and pleasing in price.
her doors for the summer vacation. papers.
JNO. F. OATES.
5 cts a yd. Former price 7 1-2 c.
the powers to provide her
Since my last letter there have
I As the war clouds have receded
Ladies' and Misses' Shoes
hole.
Special Bargains.
and the sunshine of peace is about been -several public gatherings in Attention Here—Say, friend, have
and Oxfords.
you tried Dayberry's Laundry?
2; pieces black figured India
Morality by Compulsion.
to shed its rays upon us, l w i l l Due West worthy of mention. We
had Bryan with us on the 1 lth of If not, try it.. The work is of a
S E E THIS LINE.
Silks, 75c per yd.. Value Si.
A few of our contemporaries a r e j venture out again and say that.if
dead white and beautiful finish.
last
month.
The
annual
celebraLARGE AND C O M P L E T E .
tamely opposing prohibition'. They j Uncle Sam had got his broom and
ORGANDIES.
Your friend,
say that prohibition" is "impractica- j begun to sweep sooner, our ship tion of the Amelian Society came off
100 Patterns, beautiful styles, all
J . E . DAYBERRY.
SPECIAL.
bie," that "it will. not prohibit." j would hot have been blown up, and. on the 18th ulL Miss Rena Latinew, 25c. to 40c.
We agree with them But that is jf , h
, mer, as president and Miss Janie
c ta|1<i
of h u m a n l t y
100 all-wool Cassimere suits
TAFFETA SILKS.
not the chief reason.that we are op. .
=
. .
, Caldwell,.as Senior Essayist, both
Real value $6
S4.00
50 pieces Taffeta and Colored
posed to prohibition. We shourd *»ink they would better begin at
Chester county girls, deserve to be
Always on hand, to suit customSilks, in all the newest shades, 100 Crash Suits, all linen
object to prohibition if we knew that home, for we have thousands
50c to Si. per yard.
and fast colors
S2.50 to $5.
it would prohibit and if we thought i right at home who are bound by commended. Miss Ola Barron, of ers, both rich and poor, at
See our stock of fine Clothit practicable. We are opposed to 1 a y o k c as galling as that of the Cu- Rock Hill, and Miss Sara. Miller,
A. F r i e d h e i m & B r o ' s .
Great Sale Ladies Shirt
ing, ranging in price from
prohibition because we Jo not think j , i n s
one of your old pupils, were on the
HtMJK IIILL, 8. C.
Waists at half price.
S5.00 to -525.00
that prohibition is-right. We be- ;
" debate. I wish 1 had time to menlieve thatit is Wrong for a man or
The farm work .s progressing
500 Laundered Waists with
tion
all
on
the
program,
as
all
the
ERRS. E g g s — B a r r e d Plymouth
set ot men to undertake to dictate rapidly, corn coming up nicely,
collars and Cuffs
; 5 c DRESS GOODS, BLACK GOODS AND
Rock eggs for hatching. Fine I Cheap
participants
deserve
commendation.
at
50c.
to others what they shall eat or | gardens are just splendid, grain is
Stock. Guaranteed good hatch. j 300 Laundered Waists . 39c
SILK DEPARTMENT.
The class of '98 had their class
drink. We believe that "practicable |j n e . We are having an abundance
Thirteen for one dollar,
Value 75 cents.
prohibition" would eventually Jo of rain now, much to the detriment day exercises last night. It is need'e are showing a beautiful line
tf
R. W. STRICKER.
200
with
white
collars
and
more harm than-good to-the human
less tosay that all the boys did their
of Dress Goods in all the newCuffs
, 59c.
race. Morality by compulsion can of planting.
est shades and weaves. See
Mr. Ned Yongue exhibited to us a parts well. The program was as
I Value Si.00.
never result in permanent improveour line in colors from 10c to
.^1
ment.—Greenville News.
stalk of cotton grown by him last follows. ..
Si.00 per yard.
J HATS, SHOES, GENTS'
President—D.
L.
Pressly,
South
As we have remarked before, we year without any .fertilizer that
j
FURNISHING
GCODS.
are not running the prohibition cam- measured nine and one half feet and Carolina.
SUPERVISOR.
S o m e Late Novelties in Neck
a
We are now opening a beauti
Historians—W., N. DaJe (prior
paign, but we should not like to matured saventy-five bolls.
W e a r and Collars.
CHESTER, S. C . , March 15, '98. a ful line of Fur and Straw Goods,
take the position of the Greenville
Mr. J. E. Hinnant, the proto- college), Alabama; R. C . Betts
I hereby announce myself \
| all the correct things for Spring. SEE THIS LINE liEFORE YOU BUY.
(during
college).
South
Carolina.
didate for nomination to the office B Our stock of Russett and Patent
News in the paragraph above, lest grapher, who has been at Mr. J. D.
Character Sketch—J. B. Miller, of County Supervisor at the ensusome prohibitionist, or some one Hinson's for the past week, has
0
COmplt,e
GREAT BARGAINS
ing democratic primary election, and | and'eheap" "
Alabama.
" t a m e l y opposing prohibition'' gone to Bascomville.
Critic—SherwooJ—Bonner., Ala- j pledge myself to abide by the result •i See our line of Negligee Shirts In Parasols and Umbrellas. -Our
- even, might catch us in a hole. The
Messrs. G. B. and Miles Gibson
of said election. The cordial sup- .a from 25c. to Si.00. Can't be
Silk Parasol is a world-beater
bama.
writer admits that he "would ob- visited friends at flint Hill last week.
. port of my fellow citizens is respect- | surpassed anywhere*
for St.00.
Poet—T. Darlington, North Car-. f u | | y solicited.
J. R. CULP, Sr.
ject to prohibition if^he knew it
Mr. O. R. Dawkins came home
.
f
would prohibit." Perhaps no one from Lancaster last week. He says olina.
11
R e m e m b e r we d o not keep old goods. Come and buy If
Orator—R. B. Miller, North CarAUDITOR.
| where you can get goods at wholesale prices. Goods war- I?
will question this. Indeed there the war is all the talk over there.
• l>
seems to be an impression among __ We want to know what has be' olina.
We are authorized to announce <•1 ranted a s represented or money refunded.
Prophet—M. E. Bradley, South W. M. Corkiltas a candidate for reprohibitionists that in most cases it come of our down town scribe. Has
Carolina,
,
»
appointment
to
the
office
of
County
is opposed chiefly for this very rea- he gone to Cuba?
We haven't
Valedictorian— E. A. Ranson, Auditor, subject to the action of 4he
son, and that if all fears of success- hoard of him lately.
Democratic primary election.
ful execution were removed, the
The children of the Morgantown North Carolina.
MARSHALS.
distended integument of the oppo- high school are progressing rapidly.
TREASURER.
S A Y I
Euphemians—J.
S.
Caruthers
sition would assume very nearly Their speeches and letters last Fri'Being well pleased with Mr. W.
the figure of a pancake. The edi- day were perfectly splendid. The (Chief), Alabama; J . S. Chisolm, O. Guy's services as treasurer of
Alabama;
/J.
W,
Pressly,
TennesChester county, we hereby nomintor of the News is not unique in the patrons were delighted. Praise to
see. ,
ate him for reappointment to the
grounds of his opposition, but only Prof. Scott.
Philomatheans—R. C. " J o n e s same office, subject to the recomin the loveliness of his candor.
We think that if this war rumor
' " C L E V E L A N D " N o . 35
mendation of the democratic pri-__There is some danger,' however, does not soon blow 'over Mr. E. M. (Chief), Alabama; A. W. Lowry, mary.
TAXPAYERS.
a t $50.00, f o r 1898. o*
that such innocence may be impos- Dawkins, a veteran of the seven- South Carolina; R. P. Clinkscales,
We carry in Stock Fresh
ed upon. We have seen balls in teenth's. C . regiment, who served South Carolina.
PROFESSIONAL.
It
is the best wheel that lias ever
The Clemson boys crossed bats
Lines of everything usually
tlated with air, but there seems to with distinction in the late conflict
been offered to the public for the
with our boys yesterday evening
be one in Greenville stuffed with will dig for himself
found in-a First Class GroR.
B.
CALDWELL,
money.
The bearings are watersomething more attenuated, that is
We are indebted to Mr. M. L. and this morning. Our boys won
cery, and ean suit all tastes, p r o o f as well as dust-proof.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
to say, the morality-by-compulsion Austin for the information that Cel. yesterday evening and Clemson
W
a
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e
r
n
'
l
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'
i
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R
,
CIIKSTKH,
S
.
C
.
from the Plainest to the most "CLEVELAND" wheels are built
bugaboo invented by the saloon James Jones, who has been confined this morning. I give the score of
Prompt unit m r r f u l attention nlvrn ti> all
on honor, and they stand the racket.
Fastidious.
keepers. If the boys about the to his room for six weeks is improv both games below:
Our line embraces wheels" from
First game.
streets should insist that any city- ing.
Erskine
o
o
5
2
2
0
1
o
<
ordinance against shooting fire- Success to THE LANTERN.
$ 1 5 - 0 0 t o $IOO.
Wc Shall be Glad
PRYOR & McKEE,
Clemson 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 c
crackers on cotton platforms is an
JOLLY BOY.
For you to call and inquire Good stock on hand. We carry a
attempt to make them moral by
Second game.
April H . > > DRUGGISTS.
full line of bicycle tools and suncompulsion, lie woukl' doubtless
Erskine
o o
0000
as to what we can do for you dries, and are prepared to do all reswallow their contention and oppose
Clemson
2 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 o—6 Prescriptions a Specialty. J»
Capers Chapel Items.
in the way of qualities and pair work at moderate prices. Evsuch ordinance. If thieves should
Erskine has a good team. With
erything guaranteed as represented,
prices.
object" to the locking of doors on the Well, Mr. Editor, the most en- a little more practice her boys will
Teaclhers and Others
and we are here to stay. Rememground that you can't make them thusing thing that has happened in be able to compete with any of the H a v i n g o d U ' l a l b i m i n e M w i t h ....
ber that we have everything in this <
this
community
since
the
hist
issue
w i l l p i t ' a f t ' t a k e n o t i c e t h a t m y nlllce
. moral by compulsion, then the
college teams.
line.
Tours truly,
d a y s a r e MONDAYS a n d SATUKDAYH.
News, in order to be consistent, was the spelling " b e e " of our school
Best wishes for the success of
W . D. KNOX,
against
the
Lowryville
{4igh
School,
would have to oppose locks, and
County Sujtcrlntrndrnt ot Kducallon.
T H E LANTERN.
MC.
CHESTER, S. C.
call upon thiTpreachers to apply the which took place at the academy
Due West, April 9.'
gospel. Then there might be ob- Friday evening. The Lowryville pujection to this, as if "would be nec- pils came down in a wagon at halt Many Thanks to Our Good Friends
essary to catch the thief and ' pour past one ^o'clock, consisting 6L-2J
in Chester.
the gospel down his throat by fOrce, spellers.and many visitors, and our
(Jor. A. Walker's Old Stand)
We unwittingly omitted stating
and this would be "morality by school had twenty-onespellers. The
exercise, was opened with an ad- in our last issue that when the fire
compulsion."
SARITARY PLUMBING,
I have just received a fresh supdress of welcome by Master Carter was raging Sunday morning an apHardin, and was responded to by peal for help was sent to Chester ply of—
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING.
Whence So Many Harvey's?
Master Sam Guy, one of the Lowry- as well as-to Charlotte. Our good
Blue Ribbon Mocha
Mr. Editor: As editors are sup- ville pupils'. Next was an address by sister city, like our neighbor north
and Java Coffee.
posed to know everything and Rev. J; E. Mahaffey, arid then" the of us, always ready to respond to
We are prepared to do all kinds of
Try
it, you will surely be pleased.
as "lanterns" are supposed to give spelling began, being asked by Rev. a fire or shoulder a musket, promptplumbing and hot water fitting.
light, 1 will ask you to give light on J. B. Mahaffey we did not "Set ly made preparations for the trip,
Come in and let us show you over
the subject of a name which is the river, afire" and did not kill •but when the firemen were placing . Have also just received a* shipour stock, and if you have any
more common in Chester than, "Daniel Webster," but Capers their engine and hose reel on a flat ment of—
Work to be done we will cheerfully
anywhere else. 1 know it is npt as Chapel school carried off the hon- car, notification was received that
bid on it for ydu- and do it at a low
"
M
A
G
I
C
C
L
E
A
N
E
R
"
S
O
A
P
.
common as. John, James Thomas, ors.
figure.
the fire was under control, and that
One
bar
does
the
work
of
two
of
etc. I want you or any of your
The farmers are very busy in their 'coming would not be necessaany other kind of soap.
readers to tell me where the name this section Ranting corn and cot- ry.—Rock Hill Herald.
(UNDERTAKERS AND
Bicycles Repaired, Rented and Sold.
Harvey originated.
We know ton, but we are afraid of the cold
where the names, Christopher Co- weather we have, and it- 'seems to
V EflBALftERS
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
Havana Rose and Country
We have with us a first-class bilumbus, . George Washington, and continue cold.
cycle repair jnan. If you have any
dentleman Cigars
The Best Salve in the wolrd -for
Benjamin
Franklin
originated.
Miss Carie Hardin visited Mrs. S.
work in this line bring it around and
Cuts,
Bruises,
Sores,
Ulcers,
Salt
Finest
smoke
in
the
city.
There are so many Harvey's 'in T. McKeown at Cornwell last week.
let us do it CHEAP. We make the
R h e u m , Fever Sores, Tetter,
Chester-county that there must have
Miss Sadie Lucas, who has been Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns,
old wheels new.
been some great and good man of visiting her sister at Wadesboro, N. and all Skin Erfptions, and posiCan suit all.- All kinds of Spices.
that name. To begin with, there C . has returned home. . She visit- tively cures Piles, or no pay requir- Everything generally found in firstWe are agehts for the best sewed. Itis «ua ran teed to give perfect dass grocery, at
wasRey. HAV. Flenniken,and 1 sup- M-in this community last week
ing machine m the market. It can't
satisfaction Or mOfi5y refunded.
pose there jiave been several named
Mr*. J. N. Hardin, Jr., hitched Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
P H O N E
SO.
be anything but the NEW HOME.
for him, such as-his son Harvey, a pair of his young mules to hfs Woods Si Brice.

GRANQ^SPRING OPENING!

S. M Jones & Co.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

1U

S. M. JONES & COMPANY.

MELTON

& HARDIN.

Hayes Seen It?
r

Melton & Hardin,

C. WARREN'S

CHILDS and JOS.
EDWARDS,
Importers and Manolactnrers
: Monamental Works.

C ~

Fire. Life and Accident
-^INSURANCE.

C. WARREN'S.

A. WALKER & SON,

I

THE

LANTERN.

TWO DOLLARS A YEAR, CASH.
» TUESDAY, APRIL 12,

Mr. John A. Simonton and daughter. Lena Moore, of Micanopy, Fla.,
e visiting Mrs. J. L. Moore.
The Hon. Edward Strobel has returned to Chester. ' H e found NeW
York too cold after so long a residence in the warm climate of Chili.

BUSINESS LOCALS.
Ail vert iflemeiitu inserted under this
Mrs. Sallie Mills Steele and chilbead at ten cents a line.
No advertisements inserted as read- dren, of Huntersville, N. C., came
ing matter.
down last Thursday to visit her
mother's family near Blackstock.
Blank Receipts—Printed on good
Yesterday Mr. W. M. Corkill
white paper, and buund in books
of 100 Sach, for sale at this office. paid over to Mrs. M. B. Marshall
$2,000 the' amount of Capt. MarVisiting Cards—Have them neatly shall's insurance in the Knights of
.printed at THE LANTERN Job Of- Honor.
. fice. on first-class card board.
.: Cull and see samples.
Miss Cora Richards, who is connected with Dr. Gill Wylie's hospitI will remain* in Chester for some
al,
in Ne\y York, has been visiting at
months and offer my services to a
limited number of pupils for Capt. E. P. Moore's. She returned
Piano, Violin, voice and harmony. to New York Saturday.
Specialties—voice building and
The new brick company will creMusical expression,
ate a demand for pine wood. Pertf.
J . W . TILLINGHAST.
sons wishing to sell" may make a
"trade if they will apply to D. P.
N E W ADVERTISEMENTS.
Crosby or Jos. Groeschel.
C . Warren has just received a fresh
Rev. H. C. Buchholz left Sunday
supply of fine coffees, also has
for sale the wonderful "Magic night for Wadesboro, N. C., where
he will conduct 1 two weeks' reviv' Cleaner" soap.
al. Rev. J . Q . Adams will preach
at the Baptist church next Sunday
LOCAL NEWS.
morning and evening.
Mr. S. A. Hood spent Sunday at
We have seen Charley McAlil-.
Charlotte.
ey's marks for the past session at
Mrs. Samuel Leard is visiting at Erskine college, and it is just what
Mr. J . L. Glenn's.
any one who knows anything of his
Miss Annie Hardin went to York- work at school would expect, a record of the results of honest, diliville this morning.
gent effort.
The "Florida Flyer" made its
Mr. Samuel T. Lipsey, who has
last trip Monday night.
held a position with the Chester
Mr. J . L. Wood spent Sunday
Machine Company for quite a while,
with his mother in Rock Hill.
left last week for Wilmington, N.
Mr. John Hardin, of Rock Hill, is C., where he has obtained workvisiting relatives in the city.
in a large machine shop.
Mr. Geo. O . Tenney, the sewerMrs. Mary Bigham, of Wellridge.
age contractor, is in the city.
had a stroke of paralysis last week
Mr. P. W. McLure spent Sunday —Wednesday • night, we believe.
with relatives and friends in Onion. Her left side is badly affected, and
her speech to some extent. Her
Mrs. J . L. Abell and daughter, of
condition was reported as slightly
Lowryville, were in the city last
improved yesterday.
Friday.
Miss Marion Leckiu goes to
Mrs. Sallie McWaters, of BlackWedgefield today, to attend file
. stock, is visiting Mrs. J. R. Thompmarriage of Miss Annie Caldwell.
son.
She will extend her visit to CharMr. Louis Gunhouse, of Spartan' leston, where she will spend somt
burg, is spending a few days with time, unless a hot wave—from Cuhis parents.
ba or elsewhere—strikes the place.
Mr. J. H. W. Stevens, of LanS,ome reports were brought to
caster, was in the city last Satur- town a day or .two ago from the
day.
Wise neighborhood to the effect that
Misses Maggie Carter and Josie considerable race trouble was threatMoore are visiting at Sheriff Corn- ened, but from what we can learn
the reports were very much exagwell's.
gerated.
Mr. S. D. Hinson has a sprained
Correspondents are requested to
ankle and so will not join the army
send their names with every comtill it gets better.
munication. In case of regular corDr. S. M. DaVega was called to respondents, we would, of course,
Shelby, N. C . , last Friday to per- generally know who the ' writers
form a surgical operation.
are, but there is possibility of conMrs. Wade Stewart, of- Wood- fusion, and it is very easy to write
ward, is visiting Mrs. James Ham- the name somewhere on the paper.
ilton, on Pine.street.
A Curiosity.
Messrs. Will Simpson and David
MoBley, Of Blackstock, spent Sun, There is at present displayed in
day in the city'.
Mr. R. Brandt's show window an inMr. Richard H. Woods went over genious clock, made by the elder
to Greenwood Saturday night to Mr. Brandt, perhaps soon after the
visit his parents.
late war. The round metal case,
Mr. Charles A. Calvo, Jr., of some 4 inches in diameter,rolls slowColumbia, is spending a few days ly down a smooth inclined plane,
and this forward motion furnishes
in the city with relatives.
the motive power for the very simThe Lincoln Journal makes very ple works within. The dial, does
complimentary mention of Miss
not turn with the case. An axle is
Ethel Love, who recently visited
fixed immovable in the "back of the
Miss Annie Tipton..
case, and on the end of it the works
Mrs. Edna Marshall, who has are suspended. The speed of the
been visiting Mrs. A. R. Brown, re- clock is regulated by the incline
turned to her home at Hickory last of the plane on which it moves.
Friday morning.
Put These Together. '
Mr. J. M. Bigham, of Wellridge,
who lias been at home a few days,
A week or two ago a farmer—and
returned to the seminary, at Due
a good one, by the way—was heard
West, yesterday.
s a y , ' " 1 don't vyant the editor to
The • Chester Social Club' will hear it, but I tell you it's a fact, the
give a "hard time party" at the ladies are just crazy over that LANhome of Miss Bertha 'Stalin, on TERN. They scramble for it and
nearly tear it to pieces to get hold of
York street, Thursday evening.
it when it comes.
From the vigorous ringing of a
Just a'rfew days later an adver
bell at the moment of this writing,
tising agent came along, a man who
we judge that some one recognizes
makes it his business, and studies
the bell-igerency of insurgent bees. where he can put advertisements
Mr. W. S. Dunbar has been ap- to do the most good. He said they
pointed a conductor on the C . & wanted to advertise in papers that
N-W. Ry„ to take effect May 1st, are tfad by the ladies; they are the
Mr, Mack Isaacs will take the~place people that READ advertisements.
Put these two things together and'
-made vacant. at the Southern by
see what hint you get.
the resignation of Mr. Dunbar.

War Talk.

Watering Troughs.

Much has been said, during the
last few days, about the situation,
yet but little actual progress has
been made. Gen. Lee, and representatives of the United States at
other points. Miss Clara Barton,
nd Americans generly left Cuba
Saturday.
The United States having asked
Spain to grant an armistice the- latter refused, but now when the crisis
seems to be on, she has proclaimed
a cessation of hostilities in Cuba.
The excuse (or this action is that
while a request of this country
could not be granted, it is done
at the request of the European powers and the Pope. It is generally
believed to be a piece of Spanish
treachery resorted to for the pur
pose of gaining some advantage.
The r resident's long delayed message was sent t i congress yesterday, and is generafly-pronounced a
disappointment.
The president
says the war must stop, and asks
that he be given full power to
the army and navy to enforce peace,
but does not make plain whether it
is his purpose to force Spain to give
up her claim upon Cuba,
to bring Cuba to the acceptance of a compromise, only
far lis his evident sympathy with
the Cubans indicates his purpose.
In recommending armed intervention, howiver, he opposes- a recognition of the independence of Cuba,
at present.
t
The matter now rests with congress, and it is thought probable
that congress will go to the extent
of recognizing the independence of
Cuba, but it is uncertain what intluence the administration may brii
to bear upon republican members.

The watering troughs, for man
and beast, which we mentioned in
former issues, have been put up.
They are three in number, and we
think the very best locations have
been selected. One is at the juncture of Valley and Gadsden streets',
opposite the Masjey corner; another is in front of the city hall; the
third is near Mr. J. A. Owen's
s.tore.
We understand that the contrivance was designed by our ingenius
city engineer, Mr. James Hamilton.
The whole apparatus is supported,
by a solid wooden post, 12 inches
square. It is hollowed out in the
rear and a water pipe runs up in a
groove in the post. In front is a
faucet with a dipper attacheJ. On
the right and left each is an iron vessel holding two or three gallons and
attached to the post after the manner of a wall pocket. These work
automatically.
The water rises
to a certain height and is replehished" as it is taken out.
The waste
froin the faucet runs into the supply for the horse troughs, so that
there is not necessarily any water
on the ground about the place.
Chester Brick Company.

ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING-RINGS.
o»
Diamonds are very appropriate.
Such is the extent of our line in these rings, that we can suit any demand in reference to price. Buy 4iamonds from that dealer only in
whom you have every confidence.

At $ 4 . 6 0
I sell a plain 18k solid gold ring that is popular in width and in
weight. All that one asks in such rings is that it shall be plain and
as pure in quality as it is stamped—18k gold shall mean 18k fine.
As in all else our stamp speaks for our rings. We have tile latest
and best and our goods always sell whenever tested by competition.
Let us show you our rings.

CHESTER, S. C.

TOBAGGO! MOUSSES!
—EVERYTHING CHEAP AT—

Wm.

LINDSAY

& SON'S.

Just receiveJ car load of NEW ORLEANS MOLASSES, in new
clean barrels, which we will let go as fast as possible, so come

and see us.
Above is the style of a new company, composed of Messrs. D. P.
We will sell you gooj TOBACCO so you can make money on it.
Crosby, Jos. Groeschel and George
Clarke, whose purpose is to manuDon't forget us.
facture common building brick,
pressed brick, paving brick, etc.
They contemplate purchasing machinery for making tiles.
They tell us' they have the best
clay in the State for the purposes
mentioned.
This enterprise is a very important one to Chester. The freight N O W O N D E R = £ ? —
is a considerable part of the cost of
Hanged His Son.
brick that it has been necessary to
Jim Wilkes, whose home is in ship heretofore. -This can now be
Halner's quarter, near the old oil saved to Chester, either as profit to
•the m a n u f a c t u r e r ^ in reduced cost
mill, has a son, Archie,' 16
years old, who' is inclined to run to the purchaser.
PLACE IS S O M U C H A D M I R E D ! about. Archie had b£en out recently, and Jim found him yesterday.
"Little Mischief."
The boy drew a pistol but was" disOn Thursday' April 14th the E V E R Y T H I N G is so attractive and his stock is Complete."
armed and taken home. Jim deSimpkins-Fable Comedy Company
Every house-holder knows that when a nice dinner is wanttermined to chastise liini, and in orwill
begin at the opera house a
der to do it thoroughly, he madt
ed it.cannot be got until you go to Walker's, as he keeps
ample preparation. He locked one three nights engagement at popular prices, presenting as the opening
everything that is needed, and fresh.
An inspection will
end of a trace chain around hissoiVs
bill the beautiful, lively and interneck and threw the other end over
convince you that his store is the best equipped grocery
esting comedy drama, "Little Misa joist or some other piece of timstore in the city.
ber and drew it up till the boy was chief," in five acts. The company
nearly raised from the floor. He i-i composed of carefully selected
T
I
I
E
L
A T E S T delic HIS treat is E g g Macaroni.
It
to be
then proceeded to use the rod, actors and actresses, and the plays
tried to convinc
Call at W a l k e r ' s .
when Archie in his struggles threw -to be presented during this engagehis weight on the chain and was fi- ment are successful and up-to-date,
nally taken down apparently dead. while the specialties introduced duritliout tu'icnce, nrt ami book*,
ing and between acts are pleasing
The father and mother applied 1
1111' 1 cannot live without cook*.
and amusing. In fact the entertainphor freely and after awhile
ment is Said to be first-class and
stored liiin to life. We hear that he
thoroughly enjoyable from start to
is still improving. Jim was giver
finish. On Thursday evening every
cell next to Jim Anderson in t!
lady accompanied by a person holdjail. He is described as being
mean, vicious negro. As he be- ing a paid 30 cents reserved seat
ticket will be admitted free. The
lieves in Chains, so let one begiv
entite- program will be changed
him.
nightly. Reserved seats on sale at
Stringfellow's. Prices ip, 20 and
The Farmers' Alliance.
jo cents.'
Y
W O R K S 7 1-2 FEET.
WEIGHT, 8 0 POUNDS.
At a meeting of the Chester
The
Harveys.
"County Alliance on Friday, April
T h e Weeder is invaluable for all crops, nothing growing 011 "
8th, five sub-alliances were repreWe call attention to the inquiry the farm in any seclion of the country, on which it cannot be used
sented. rAfter the transaction of of Maj. Pagan. We ask all ot the with great profit. Used at the right time and with frequency, it
f
some routine business, the complete Harveys to.give all the information dispenses almost entirely with the hardest and most expensive part
reorganization was deferred until the they can on the subject. Others of cultivation, viz: hoeing.
•.
2nd Friday in May>-the i j t h , on who have any information on the
WHITS 0»K, 8. C., Mcli. 8, D3.
Mr. J . II. Moniiiao.N,
which day, at 11 a.m., another meet- subject are also requested to give
Blackstock, S. C. .
ing will be held, in the city of Ches- it. No objection to all speaking at
Dear Sir:—I purchased * Halter. .
lock success anti-clog Wwlt-r
once.
and Cultivator" last spring anil
All old sub-alliances are urged td
another one tills season. -I will
hold meetings in good time, reorgan
keep one going In cotton and olio
. Free Pills.
in ei.rn steadily.
ize and elect delegates to this counI cultivated oats this spring
Send your address to H. E. Buckty meeting.
with one, to their great benefl-.
len & Co., Chicago, and get a free
It look one man and one mule
JOHN C . MCAFEE,
two days to cultivate 38 acres.- sample box of Dr. King's New Life
Sec. pro tem. . Pills. A trial will convince you of
'I'hey will nave time and money
jn raising crops, aud will also Intheir merits." These pills are easy
crease the returns, I believe.
in action and are nariticularly effectBeats the Klondike.
Yours truly,
ive in the cure of Constipation and
(Signed) C.S.PI1LXT.
Mr. A. C. Thomas, of Marysville, Sick Headache. For Malaria and
I
Al'l'I.Y'TO—
Tex., has found a more valuable dis- Liver troubles they have been provcovery than has yet been made in ed invaluable. They are guaranteed
the Klondike. For years he suffer- to be perfectly free from every deleAQKNT FOR COUNTY.
ed untold agony from consumption, terious substance and to be purely
accompanied by hemorrhages; and vegetable. They do not weaken Or to E. T . A T K I N S O N , Local Agtui.
was absolutely cured by Dr. King's by their action, but by giving tone
New Discovery for Consumption, to the stomach and bowels greatly
Coughs and Colds. He declares invigorate the system. Regular size
that gold is of little value in compar- 25c •per pox. Sold by Woods and
On hand all the time. Baked D r . J A M E S B . B I Q H A T l ,
ison with this marvelous cure; would Brice, Druggists.
Shad served in my cafe every
have it, even if it cost a hundred
day.
SURGEON DENTIST,
dollars a bottle. Asthma, Bronchitis and all throat and lung affections
Corn and Fodder,
lias removed from Blackstock to CbMare positively cured by Dr. King's
Call on me when you are in ter. Offlcein Walker & Henry's new
New Discovery for Consumption. ' A limited amount of corn and fodneed of a fine meal. 25 per building, up stairs.
Trial bottles freeatWoods 81 Brice's
drugstore. Regular size 50 cents der will be taken on suMcriptkm tc
Blake's old sta
and 11.00. Guaranteed to cure" of THE LANTERN, if brought before we
T . H . W A R D . at this office.
•HONE 6.
are supplied.
(tf)
price refunded.

Im. LINDSAY & SON

WALKER'S

JOS. A. WALKER.

WEEDER AND CULTIVATOR,
•*

PRICE, $10.00.

•>»

MORRISON. Blackstock, 5. C.,

SHAD AND OTHER FISI

-V-

A PIKE LOT OF GROCERIES, Etc.

REMOVAL.

the old screw pit at my old home?" tion from all sides we have concludMcCarley says he has a vivid recol- ed npt to begin at present." '
The Wrtts has received informalection of the time when he and his
father, old Uncle Bob, and about tion from Spartanburg that another
fifty., more, young and old, who afternoon paper is to be started
were scooped in by the Yankees, there. A News reporter was fold
FRESH MEAL.
<
were .mpde to pass the night in a that T. L.-Q-Jhtt would be the edi—
MOLASSES.
filler be and
screw pit. Most of them had been (tor, and that Gov
Four car loids of fresh water- 1
Genuine old time Porto Rico Mostripped of hats, shoes, coats and I other prominent politicians were inlasses with that pleasant and pe- ground meal of the best quality, J
culiar " flavor which goes only cheap for cash, at—
condition of the inhabitants of Cuba. «'« « r o u n d , h a
' c o m p e t a . t h e pants, though some of them, like terested in it.—Greenville News.
a
with the pure article, now on
*
"
Wylie & Co's. j
Of no other nation save Turkey P l a n t e r
<J o u b e P e r c e n t - i o ' Uncle Bob, hadn't walked barefootsale at—
Some men without any money
alone could such stories be told, but money in the way of storage and ed in forty years before. The- pit
Wylie & Co's.
TOBACCO.
|
was about ankle deep in mud and give employment to a great many—
the Spain of the Sixteenth century '
' says.
. 500 boxes .tobacco since Janu- ?
in Europe and America is the Spain
a.mer svus .n .1 posi i
gave little chance for sleep, but the bill collectors.
PURE
LARD.
ary
1st.
Thissounds
big
but
we
&
0 store his cotton at home, time was enlivened by about a dozof to-day, brutal, bigoted, ignorant
nd thus hold it without eost en pigs who gal lopeJ over them
Pure kettle rendered unadulter- have the papers on. it and know z
and obstinate. What is said now of
that big purchases made by an J
or a higher market, the chances whenever they got in a contemplaated leaf lard-is almost a thing of expert buyer and qjiick sales at a a
Spain -in Cuba lias been told of
might be in his favor, but when he tive mood: Loose planks were laid
the
past. Many gf our custom- very small profit,'talks and tells !
-Spain a t . home, of Spain in the
Printed neatly, on good
'< ers remember the lard made bywhen newspaper ink fails.,
|
Netherlands, of Spain among the must pJfy -jr sura equal to-3-pcr cent.- Qv^r the pit to keep the prisoners
for its storage—for a charge of 'fif- secure. One of them was lifted
white card board. Satthe "Millens" of Xenia, Ohio,
American Indians, the ages change
teen cents per month for each bale- about midnight and Jim Benson was
SEED C O R N .
|
isfaction guaranteed.
and sold by us several years ago.
Spain not the least.
Commerce
equals an interest charge of 8 per tumbled in head foremost", falling
have just received a' half car
Extra early white and yellow |
passes her by; the ages "of science
THE LANTERN JOB OFFICE. We
cent on the valuation—and, besides plump on Uncle Bob and nearly
load of this that is as good an J seed field corn. Plant this you 2
and discovery do not eplighten
the storage, must pay 8 per cent, knocking the life out of him.
pure as the best home-made lard will have roasting oars in June |
Spain, and Weyler of 1898 is the leand new meal in August.
|
for the money borrowed on the warever used, and as cheap as the
About twenty-five of this party,
gitimate successor of Torquemada
Wylie & Co. "j
rants, it will be seen that he is pay- John D. among the number, were
different
compounds now sold urf.and of the Duke of Alva.
ing dearly for the privelige of hold- selected by Sherman to be shot in
der the name of lard. Put up in
LOW PRICES.
|
Motley tells us that during the
ing his cotton for a higher market. retaliation for the killing of a similar
; lb., to lb,, 20 lb. and 30 lb.
IS HEADQUARTERS FOR
eighteen years of Torquemada's adGoods retailed at Wylie & |
It seems to us that the bonded ware number of his men who were caught
buckets, on sale at—
ministration of the Inquisition, 10,Co's. at wholesale prices. This ?
Wylie & Co's. accounts for the unprecedented |
• 220 individuals were burned alive, house company should advance cash while attempting to commit arson,
volume of business wp are now ®
and 97,321 were punished wilh in-1 upon cotton stored as collateral. robbery and worse crimes. Fortudoing in Meal, Corn, Molasses, j
WIRE,
ETC.
Why
should
the
farmer
be
compellnately our friends did not remain in
famy, confiscation of property or
Flour, Lard, Meats, Sugar, Cof- |
W o r k Guaranteed.
Wire and steel cut Nails, Barb- fee and Tobacco. We control in J
perpetual imprisonment, so that this ed to surrender gilt-edge collateral perilous condition long, for Hampton
ed Wire, and Poultry Netting, this market the pro4yct of sev- «
one friar destroyed 114,401 famil- —his cotton—to.secure a warrant jumped up Kilpatrick one night and
•which must in turn be surrendered made him know how it feels to
three, four and five feet high, at eral large Tobacco Factories, |
Priccs Reasonable.
ies.
very low figures for cash. Rea- buying in large quantities for spot x
Naturally when Clurles V pro- before the farmer may obtain ready n.ive around without hat and shoes
cash, we are enabled to and do 0
money?
Why
this
necessity
tor
a
sonable terms on time.
nd
coat
and
pants.
posed to establish the Spanish inLegal Blanks, all kinds, for sale.
sell merchants who buy in small 2
John thinks that since Ike now
quisition in the Netherlands, the double charge? Make one transquantities for less money than J
action
out
of
it.
If
the
farmer
preN.
O.
M
O
L
A
S
S
E
S
.
ives
in
the
rich
state
ot
Texas
he
Netherlands revolted.
they have ever bought such |
fers
to
hold
his
cotton
for
a
higher
0
ought to be able to visit his friends
In the Netherlands Alva organiWylie & Co. are receiving their goods before.
old South Carolina occasionally.
zed the Council of Blood. Here is market, let us have the bonded warefifth shipment of N. O. Molasses.
—
i .
house system by all means, but
G. H. M'M.
CLOTHING, Etc.
|
Motley's description of its work:
Have sold more since January
S c h e d u l e in Effect M'ch 6, ' 8 8 .
March 31, 1898.
"Thus the whole country became give him money for his cotton, and
1st than ever in six months be- . Our Clothing, Dry Goods and J
a charnelhouse; the death bell tolled lot a warrant" that must be disfore. This is a fact worthy of Shoe departments are now re- 9
:ounted."
hourly in every village; not a family
See Here!
the attention of close cash buy- ceiving a full line of new, nobby, o
If cotton was giit-edge collateral
stylish and fashionable spring x
but was called to mourn for the deargoods that will not fail to please 0
For the accommodation of sundry
est relatives, while the survivors n the hands of the planter, the obin quality and price. Our meth- a
GOOD CORN.
stalked listlessly about, the ghosts jection raised by "Dixie would be persons who expressed a desire to
od of doing business insures ev- j
have
THE
LANTERN
but
did
not
have
•alid.
But
as
the
bonded
wareof their former selves among the
ery customer, whether judge of j
Several
cars
of
gooJ
sounJ
wrecks of tiieir former h'qmes. The house is about the best means yet the money at hand, we have sent
corn, perfectly dry, in good new goods or not, full -value for his 6
money. Everything warranted S
spirit of the nation, within a few offered whereby the cotton may be them the paper on the promise that
bags, cheap for cash, at—
as represented or , money re- |
months after the arrival of Alva, the basis of gilt-edge collateral at they would pay in a few days, or
Wylie & Co. funded.
i
in
a
very
short
time.
Some
of
these
money
centers,
it
is
worthy
of
a
seemed hopelessly. broken.
The
blood of the best and bravest had trial. The contention tliilt the do not seem to appreciate the
dulgence
extended
to
them,
but
planter
loses
the
use
of
the
interest
Come and see us, you will be pleased and well
already stained the scaffold; . the
paid for your time in seeing what we have to
men to whom it had been accustom- and storage charges may be met in ait for us to send them a notice or
directions. He cannot expect ave"a'n agent call on them.
show you. We have the greatest and grandest
ed to look for guidance and protec'store in the State.
tion were dead, in prison or exile. to have his cotton in guaranted safe- • not right. It is not just to us
The scaffolds, the gallows, the fu- ty for nothing and should be inclined is not just to themselves.neral pyres, which had been suffi- to pay the small storage charge for re not doing: what they said
cient in ordinary times furnished value received, ye cannot expect -ould do.
If we owe any subscriber the
now an entirely inadequate machin- to have the use of money either for
It 1.11>. Ai
K1«II>.
ery for the incessant executions. nothing, and even if he would have amount of his subscription, then it is
. HMOOKK
OOKK
Columns and stakes in every street; to pay 8 per cent, interest, which is all right. It is not so bad, for us, in
town
where
we
can
see
the
subthe door posts of private houses, doubtful, it would be better for him
the fences in the fields were laden to lose the use of the storage fees scribers at almost anytime, but it is
With human carcasses, strangled, and interest than the use of the loan, expensive for us to send an agent
burned, beheaded. The orchards in and much better for him to be in a miles away to collect what ought
the country bore on many a tree the position to hold his cotton until the to Jiave been paid according to promin ilcatli. unnecessary. Why aiidurc this Urribl*
d i i a a i i T W# pack • Written GuarantM In t a c h
purely speculative stage of the mar- ise. Think about it. Arid maybe
hideous fruit of human bodies."
II B s i . N o Cure. N o h t y . u c . u u l Ii • b o i . 6 lor
»J. S«til Uy n u l l . S a m p l e . free
This is the story'of the Spaniard ket has been passed, instead of be- some will get mad because w§ refer South Carolina & Georgia R. R.
O I N T M E N T , 25o- a n d SOo.
in Europe; it is reproduced when ing compelled to force down the to the matter.
CONSTIPATION
Now note this. Hereafter when
we read of the Spaniard in Mexico market by immediate sale.
f . L O o \ * J ^ I ' i V l K l K K ° Small!
au'ii'!
The difference between the new subscribers are taken and indulgence
hi l a k e : rapccially adaptedforchildren's use. 50
and Peru. "Indians," says Fiske,
in writing of Peru, "Indians were plan and the old method of using of this kind given, we will send the
NoriCK—TMK OKNVIPH
P" "
slaughtered by the hundred, burned cotton as an asset may be under- paper two weeks, and then if the
«A |>iu.
C l i w p r wtth"!«.
• alive, impaled on sharp stakes, torn stood it tlie dealings oased upon proffitssTS TTcrf uiniied the paper witr
cease
its
visits.
stocks
of
various
kinds
arc
considto pieces by bloodhounds. In reWe trust that no one will ,be ofered. If the actual securities were
taliation for the murder of a Spa
. iard it was thought proper to call passed along every time there is a fended at a good humored statement
' Tuesdays and Fridays.
IIARDIN.
fifty or sixty Indians and chop thei legitimate financial transaction bas- like this, but if some should, then
J PRICE, T W O DOLLARS, CASH.
heads off.
Little children wen ed upon them, not only would the we hope they will not stop till they
tlung into the wafer to drown with transactions be extremely limited, get mad enough to fulliTtheir promless concern than if they had been and consequently industrial and ises.
Our observation is that promises
puppies. In the mingling of sacred commercial progress be sadly hamThey banish pain
d a l l y rxcp'pl
ideas with the sheerest deviltry, pered, but the securities themselves are like eggs rather than wine; they
GIVES
and prolong life.
are not improved by age.
^.tf.
id K l n x r i v l l l e
there was a grotesquenessfitfor the would lose much of their value.
RELIEF.
PerfeCtion-tannot. be attained at
pencil of Dore. Once in honor of
trading
A
Secret.
Christ and his twelve apostles, they one bound. The bonded warehouse
["raffle M a n a g e r .
plan,
which
practically
converts
cothanged thirteen Indians in
I N . O . P. A g r n t .
Have you any matter -you wish
ltlackaburg. 3. 1
such a height that their toes could ton into a negotiable instrument, is- to. communicate to the people- of
KMKEKON,
just touch the ground, and-then an advance upon the system in Chester codnty—both the men,
• pricked them to death with their which cotton is a mere commodity. who pay the taxes and do the votsword points, taking care not to kill It should btf tried until somethin; ing, and the "women, who control
still better is devised.—Manufac- the men and do the shopping ? If
them-quickly."
The story is too well known and turers' Record.
so, do you know that there is no
too horrible to be repeated at furothe>* regular channel under the sun Eailly.Qulokly, Permanently Reitored
A War Incident.
ther length. It is the same bloody
through which you can reach' so
record of brutality from beginning fiVwa aiul A f r a i d .
e r v o u s Debility, L o a f Vitality. S«minal Losses,
many of them and reach them so NPailinx
Memory—the result of Over-work. W o r r y ,
Mr. Editor: Our friend John D.
to end; a story in which Spain is
Error* o l Youth o r Over-indulgence.
often as through THE LANTERN ? Sicknesa.
SOe. and It"; • b o i s s I S .
ever the foe of civilization, of hu* McCarley has received a letter from If you do not know this, theh our Pries
For quick, positive a n d l a s t i n g r e s u l t s In Sexual
W e a k n e s s , Imnotency, N e r v o u s Debility and Lost
an
old
comrade,
I.
W
.
Tillman,
(no
nfanity, of freedom, and the apostle
Vitality, uie B . t U E L A B E L S P E C I A L - d o u b l e
modesty has done both you and us strength—will
g i v e strength and t o n e t o e v e r y part
kin to Ben), now of Dresden, Texof bigotry cruelty and despotism.
c u r e . Cheapest and best.
an ihjustice, in withholding a simple a n d effectf a a; permanent
by mail.
As Spain was then, so is she to- as. Just the day before, McCarley fact which you liave a right to 100P Pills
R E P — A bottle of t h e famous Jspanes* L i v e r
will b e r i v e n w i l h a f t box or more of Magday in Cuba; morefeeble, it is true, was recounting-to friends some "of know and from which we ought to Pellets
netic N e r v i n e , free. Sold only b y
but because feeble, more cruel. .his war experiences and perilous •be drawing a dividend.
J . J. STIUXUFKLLOW, Cheater, 8. C.
(2t)
She sees power slipping from her, adventures along with Ike Tillman
who
entercu
service
in
1861
and
and she clings to it with-the tenaciSpartanburg Newspapers.'
fought gallantly until a few weeks
ty of despair.
Let Spain*and Turkey remain to before Johnson's surrender when he
The Spartanburg Evening Spartan
blot the map of Europe if Europe was dropped out by a Yankee bul- appeared Monday. It did not apwill have it so, but the time has Jet as he was setting fire to a bridge pear Tuesday. The Weekly Spar<;ome to close the history of Spain in front of Sherman's army.
tan of Wednesday contained this
No matter what the matter is, one wiH" do you
Mr. Tillman is of true blue Demin the New World, after five Hunannouncement:
good, and you can get ten for five cents.
dred years of almost uninterrupted ocratic stock and of the best people
"Owina to lack of press facilities
in
Lancaster
county.
In
his
letter
savagery and bloodshed.
the proprfl tors are unable to publish
W¥w>llW.ir,ru>n0(,KraM-^itm
he sayst
ail evening paper as" they expecl
AutttLawyvn. W A S H I N G T O N , O.C-!
Subscribe for THE LAKTHKN.
of the time the. Yankees had youSn tq do. After considering the quesT H E CRUELTY O F SPAIN.

Cotton In Bonded Warehouses.

JOSEPH WYLIE S COMPH.

In the current number of Dixie,
The Apostle of Bigotry and Despotism—Five Hundred Years of Sav- of Atlanta, is an editorial discussing
the
new plan of bonded warehouses
agery and Bloodshed.
^
for cotton as a means of supplying
J l o m r . n d Farm.
farmers with first-class collateral
Well may all nations in this' centwith their cotton as the basis. 'Dixie
ury stand appalled at' the story told
by Senator Proctor of the horrible, s inclined to discount the pi:
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